General terms and conditions – guitarlessons
(version 1.0 October 2019)

Article 1: Definitions
The following terms will have the following meanings in these General terms and
conditions:
a. General terms and conditions: these “General terms and conditions – guitarlessons
(version 1.0 October 2019)”.
b. Subscription form: the form that can be used to subscribe for guitarlessons.
c. “you” or “the student”: the party that will follow guitar lessons.
d. “the teacher” or “the guitar teacher”: the party that will teach guitar.
Article 2: Applicability
2.1 By filling in the subscription form you declare to accept these General terms and
conditions.
2.2 These General terms and conditions are applicable on the guitarlessons given by
guitar teacher Floris Bekker, at the IPS School/ Letterland.
Article 3: Free trail lesson
3.1 It is possible to take one free trail guitarlesson before officially subscribing. Please
contact the guitar teacher for more information.
3.2 If you decide to continue the guitarlessons after the free trial lesson, you can
subscribe through filling in the subscription form.
Article 4: Subscription
4.1 You can subscribe by submitting the fully completed form at
gitaarlesinalmerepoort.nl. Please fill in the preferred lesson variation.
4.2 By subscribing you enter into a payment obligation. In article 9 you can find more
information about the payment.
Article 5: Type of lesson
5.1 The student can choose between two kinds of lessons:
- private lesson; or
- combined lessons (2 students simultaniously)
5.2 The student submits his/ her choice via the subscription form.
Article 6: Lesson variation
6.1 The student can choise between the following options:
- weekly – fixed day and time;
- bi-weekly – fixed day and time;
6.2 The student submits his/ her choice via the subscription form.
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Article 7: Periods
7.1 There will be no guitarlessons in the school holidays of the primary school IPS/
Letterland.
7.2 The year will be classified in 4 periodes with an average of 10 guitar lessons a
year.
The periods are mentioned in the timetable. The timetable can be downloaded from
gitaarlesinalmerepoort.nl
Article 8: Costs
8.1 A guitar lesson takes 20 minutes.
8.2 If the frequency of the guitar lessons is set on weekly there will be
40 guitar lessons a year (4 periods with an average of 10 guitar lessons).
8.3 Prices as of September 2019 */**:
Lestype

Price p/ period PP
(o.b.o. 10 lessons)

Price p/ half year PP
(o.b.o. 20 lessons)

Price per year PP
(o.b.o. 40 lessons)

Private*

€ 144

€ 288,-

€ 575,10 (10% discount)

Combined**

€ 144

€ 288,-

€ 575,10 (10% discount)

* the duration of a private lesson is 20 minutes.
** the duration of a combined lesson is 30 minutes.

Article 9: Payment
9.1
9.2
the
9.3
(10

The guitar teacher will sent an invoice to the student.
The student is required to prepay the costs per period, unless the guitar teacher and
student made other appointments about the payment.
If the frequency of the guitar lessons is set on weekly billing takes place per periode
lessons), per half year (20 lessons) or per year (40 lessons)

If the frequency of the guitar lessons is set on bi-weekly billing takes place per period
(5 lessons), per half year (10 lessons) or per year (20 lessons).
9.4 If the student starts following guitar lessons in the middle of a period the lessons
remaining in that period will be invoiced immediately. The clauses 9.1 and 9.2 are
applicable as from the following period.
9.5 If the student chooses to pay a year in advance he/ she will receive a discount of
10% on the total price per year.
9.6 The IBAN of the guitar teacher is NL07 ABNA 0575 1084 87.
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Article 10: Cancellation, illness and holiday
10.1 Cancellation of a guitar lesson have to be passed on to the guitar teacher by phone.
10.2 Cancellation have to be done at least 24 hours in advance, regardless for what reason the
guitar lesson is cancelled.
10.3 Missed lesson due to illness or personal circumstances have to be caught up within 3
weeks. If the guitar teachter and the student can not find any appropiate moment, the lesson
will be cancelled. In that case there will not be any refund of the costs of missed lessons.
10.4 Missed lessons due to holidays outside the season as mentioned in article 7.1
(school holidays of the primary school IPS/ Letterland) will not be caught up. There will
not be any refund of the costs of these missed lessons.
Article 11: Termination and resignation
11.1 By submitting the subsription form, the student subscribes for guitar lessons untill
cancellation.
11.2 Regarding to termination the student (or his/ her parent(s)/ guardian in case of
minority) has to observe a period of notice of at least one month before the start of a new
period. The term of cancellation is one whole calender month. The cancellation takes effect
as from the first day of the month after the whole month that follows the month in which the
cancellation has been made.
11.3 Termination have to be passed on to the guitar teacher by written notice.
11.4 After termination this agreement is expired.

